


Winter
Solid Bronze

This impressive full couch solid bronze unit has a beautiful polished, scratch brushed venetian bronze finish. It
contains a plush beige velvet interior with a hand-tufted panel and pillow accent. A set of plated antique bronze
hardware adds the finishing touch to this attractive unit.

The Orleans Casket Company is a regional company manufacturing metal,
hardwood, and cloth covered caskets. Our new and innovative products as well
as our handcrafted interiors have been well received by the funeral industry.

Established in 1886, Orleans Casket Company is one of the oldest and most
respected casket manufacturers in the South. Our company still maintains its
reputation as a quality and custom-casket manufacturer. We are able to provide
customized colors and interior styles to meet the personal choices of your
families.

Our company, which had been independently owned and operated since 1886,
became a family owned and operated enterprise in 1991.

As we move forward, we look forward to the continual servicing of your burial
product needs. 
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Adams
Solid Copper

This round-end solid copper unit is finished in a polished palomino coppertone color with a silver shading. The
beige, all-velvet interior contains a hand-tufted panel, pillow, and overlay. Plated metal hardware is added to
complement the outside of this unit.

Jackson
Solid Copper

This stunning solid copper unit features a lustrous polished scratch brushed venetian bronze finish. It contains
a beige, all-velvet interior with a hand-tufted panel, pillow, and overlay. A set of plated copper hardware
completes this unit.
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Empress
Stainless Steel

This unique stainless steel unit has a
beautiful polished, scratch brushed tearose
finish with a coppertone shading. An
elegant, pink crepe interior contains a
unique embroidered dogwood flower in the
panel and on the overlay. A rose silver plated
metal hardware accentuates the overall look
of this unit.

Going Home
Stainless Steel

This simple, yet stunning, stainless steel unit
features a polished scratch brush sky blue
finish. The blue, all-velvet interior contains
an embroidered Going Home in the panel.
Plated nickel metal hardware is used to
complete this unit.

Disciple
Stainless Steel

This religious stainless steel unit has a
polished scratch brush silver finish. The
silver velvet interior contains embroidered
praying hands in the cap panel. The plated
antique nickel Last Supper handle and angel
corners truly complement the religious
undertones of this unit.
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Magnum
Stainless Steel

This classic stainless steel unit has a polished
scratch brush ebony finish. Its silver velvet
interior contains a hand-tufted panel, pillow,
and overlay. A set of plated nickel metal
hardware is added as a finishing touch.

Monterey
16 Gauge

This round-end 16 gauge unit has a polished
scratch brush finish in gunmetal with an
ebony shading. Handmade pipes are added
to the silver velvet interior to enhance the
beauty of the interior. Plated nickel
hardware is used to complete the look of this
unit.

Karen
16 Gauge

This beautiful 16 gauge unit contains a
polished cream shaded coppertone finish. A
gorgeous rose is embroidered in the panel of
this all-velvet pink interior. Plated copper
metal hardware completes the look of this
lovely unit.
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Sampson
16 Gauge

This unique, urn-shaped 16 gauge unit is
finished in a polished scratch brush midnight
blue. Hand-tufting is added to the blue
velvet interior for added detail while plated
nickel hardware is used to complete the
look.

Margaret
18 Gauge

This beautiful floral 18 gauge unit has a
polished silver taupe finish. Its pink crepe
interior includes an embroidered rose in the
cap panel. Rose decals are added to the
plated copper metal hardware to complete
the look.

Davis-Flag
18 Gauge

This patriotic 18 gauge unit has a polished
silver finish. The blue crepe interior includes
an embroidered American flag in the cap
panel. Stationary metal hardware which is
plated in nickel completes the look of this
unit.
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Dardanelle
18 Gauge

This rose-themed 18 gauge unit has a polished white shaded pink finish. The white crepe interior contains
beautiful embroidered roses in the cap panel. Rose decals are added to the plated nickel metal hardware to finish
off the rose theme.

Davis
18 Gauge

This classic looking 18 gauge unit has a polished slate blue finish with an ebony shade. An embroidered wreath
in the panel and on the overlay adorn this blue crepe interior. Plated nickel stationary metal hardware is used
to complete this beautiful unit.
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Richard
18 Gauge

This “tree of life” 18 gauge unit has a
polished sky blue finish. The blue crepe
interior is adorned with an embroidered Tree
of Life in the panel. Plated nickel metal
hardware is then used to complete the look
of this unit.

Sterling
18 Gauge

This handcrafted 18 gauge unit has a
polished silver taupe finish. The pink crepe
interior contains a beautiful hand-painted
flower design in the cap panel. Plated copper
metal hardware containing rose decals
completes the look of this unit.

Sterling
18 Gauge

This handcrafted 18 gauge unit has a
polished pink shaded silver taupe finish. The
pink crepe interior contains a beautiful
hand-painted flower design in the cap panel.
Plated copper metal hardware containing
rose decals completes the look of this unit.
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Olympia
18 Gauge

This unique 18 gauge unit has a polished
venetian bronze gold finish. A beautiful
embroidered design adorns the old ivory
crepe interior. Plated gold stationary
hardware is added as a final touch.

Hanna
18 Gauge

This traditional 18 gauge unit has a polished
venetian bronze blended palomino
coppertone finish. Beige velvet handmade
pipes in the cap panel add to the beauty of
this rosetan crepe interior. Plated cedar
nickel metal hardware adds the finishing
touch to this unit.

In God’s Care
18 Gauge

This beautiful 18 gauge unit has a polished
slate blue finish with a silver shade. An
embroidered “In God’s Care” panel is
included in the cap of this blue crepe
interior. The plated antique nickel metal
hardware contains a triple cross decal to
complete the look of this unit. Also
available in 20 gauge.
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Harrison
18 Gauge

This beautifully tailored 18 gauge unit has a
polished silver finish. Handmade pipes in
the cap panel are used to bring perfection to
this silver crepe interior. Plated antique
nickel stationary metal hardware finishes off
the look of this unit.

Union
18 Gauge

This sleek 18 gauge unit has a polished
palomino coppertone shaded silver finish.
Beautiful handmade pipes in the cap panel
add to the look of this rosetan crepe interior.
Plated copper metal hardware is added as a
final touch.

Dempsey
18 Gauge

The polished tearose shaded silver finish of
this 18 gauge unit gives it a feminine feel.
Embroidered roses in the cap panel of this
white crepe interior add to this look. Rose
decals are added to the plated nickel metal
hardware to soften the look of this unit.
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Apostle
20 Gauge

This religious 20 gauge full couch unit is
finished in a polished silver color. The interior
of both white crepe and white velvet contains
a Last Supper picture as well as crucifixes in
the panel. Last Supper handles and angel
corners in plated antique nickel are used to
complement the beautiful religious feel of this
unit. It is also available in 18 Gauge.

Marcus
20 Gauge

This 20 gauge unit has a polished olive green
finish. The rosetan crepe interior contains 2
buttons in the panel. Stationary hardware
sprayed coppertone is then added to the unit
to complete the look.

Sawyer
20 Gauge

This stylish 20 gauge unit is finished in a
polished russet bronze with a gold shading.
Flat bands are added to the cap panel of this
rosetan crepe interior. Plated gold metal
hardware is then added to finish off the look
of this unit.
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Oxford
20 Gauge

This modern 20 gauge unit has a polished
silver shaded gunmetal finish. The white
crepe interior contains a sunburst ray in the
cap panel. As a finishing touch, plated
nickel stationary hardware is added.

Saxon
20 Gauge

This classic 20 gauge unit has a polished
slate blue finish with an ebony shade.
Praying hands are added to the cap panel of
this blue crepe interior. To complete the
look of this unit, plated nickel stationary
metal hardware has been added to the
exterior.

106
Poplar

This economical poplar hardwood unit has a
semi-dull walnut finish. It contains a shirred
panel in the rosetan crepe interior. A set of
sprayed coppertone metal hardware is then
used to complete the look of this unit.
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130
Poplar

This popular unit is made of poplar
hardwood and has a dark red mahogany
finish. The white crepe interior contains a
beautiful shirred panel. A set of sprayed
coppertone metal hardware is used to finish
off the look of this unit.

100
Poplar

This poplar hardwood contains a raised flat
panel and is finished in a semi-dull walnut
color. The rosetan crepe interior is adorned
with a ray in the panel. Plated antique
copper hardware is used to finish off the look
of this unit.

118
Poplar

This traditional poplar hardwood has a gloss
palomino finish. The interior is made of
white crepe and contains rosetan crepe
bands in the panel. Antique gold metal
hardware is used to complete the look of this
unit.
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118 Pieta
Poplar

This poplar hardwood unit is finished in a
gloss red mahogany. The beige all-velvet
interior contains handcrafted pipes in the
panel. As a finishing touch, the outside
contains antique gold Last Supper hardware
and Pieta corners which add to the religious
look and feel.

186
Poplar

This magnificent poplar hardwood is
finished in a pecan shade. The interior,
which comes in either beige crepe or velvet,
contains handmade pipes in the panel. The
hand-turned spool corners and poplar bars
add dimension to the plated copper metal
hardware.

123
Poplar

This hand-grained poplar hardwood has a
beautiful gloss tearose finish. The white
crepe interior contains an exquisitely
embroidered rose in the panel. A rose decal
is added to the plated copper hardware as a
finishing touch for this unit.
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175
Poplar

This hand-grained poplar hardwood
contains a gloss driftwood finish. The
beautiful white crepe interior contains an
embroidered design panel. A set of antique
nickel plated metal hardware is used to
complete the look of this unit.

262
Oak

This oak unit is finished in a rich, gloss
timber tutone color. Handmade pipes are
added to the cap panel to complement the
look of the rosetan crepe interior. The
beautiful hand-turned spool corners and
cedar nickel plated metal hardware add the
finishing touches to this unit.

262
Oak

This oak unit is finished in a gloss timber
tutone color. Handmade pipes are added to
the cap panel to complement the look of the
rosetan crepe interior. Last Supper hardware
plated in antique copper is added to this unit
in order to give it a religious touch.
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245
Oak

This classic oak hardwood has a charter
serene finish. The rosetan crepe interior
contains beautifully embroidered Falling
Leaves in the panel. The warm look of the
solid oak hardware completes the classic feel
of this unit.

683
Cherry

This cherry hardwood is hand polished in a
lustrous cherry finish. The white crepe
interior features a hand-tufted panel in the
cap. Handles made out of cherry are added to
finish the look of this unit.

918
Cypress

This unique and beautiful full couch cypress
hardwood unit is finished in a gloss
provincial color. Its white all-velvet interior
contains a Last Supper picture as well as
crucifixes in the cap panel. Last Supper
hardware and angel corners in antique
copper are used to complement the interior
of this unit.
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448
Maple

This custom maple hardwood contains a
gloss natural maple finish. A beautiful
dogwood flower is embroidered in the panel
and on the overlay of this beige all-velvet
interior. The warm look of the solid maple
handles completes the custom look of this
unit.

678
Cherry

This massive cherry hardwood unit is
finished in a Georgian sable color. Its silver
all-velvet interior contains beautiful
handmade pipes in the panel. The look of
the solid cherry handles adds a finishing
touch to this unit.

840
Pine

This rustic looking unit is made of solid pine.
It has a beautiful gloss colonial pine finish.
In keeping with the rustic look, embroidered
pine cones are added to the panel in this
rosetan crepe interior. Solid pine handles
complete this rustic look.
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445
Maple

This maple hardwood is finished in a light
natural finish. The all-velvet beige interior
contains handcrafted pipes in the panel. The
gold Last Supper hardware and Pieta corners
add a religious look and feel.

9235
20 Gauge

This minimum non-protective unit is made
of 20 gauge steel and has a silver finish. The
white crepe interior contains a plain cap
panel. Stationary metal hardware sprayed
silver completes the look of this unit.

Harris
20 Gauge

This classy 20 gauge non-protective unit is
finished in a polished white shaded gold
color. The interior is made of white crepe
with flat bands being added to the cap panel.
Stationary metal hardware plated in gold is
used to complete the look of this unit.
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1350
Cloth Cover

This particle board unit is covered
in a silver embossed moleskin. It
contains a white crepe interior and
plain cap panel. A set of sprayed
silver metal hardware is added to
the outside to complete the classic
look of this unit.

4050
Cloth Cover

This particle board unit is covered in a steel
colored plain moleskin. It contains a white
crepe interior like its 1350 counterpart with
the addition of a sunburst ray in the cap
panel. A set of sprayed silver stationary
hardware is added to the outside to complete
the classic look of this unit.

Yale
20 Gauge

This oversized non-protective 20 gauge unit is
finished in a polished sky blue with a silver
shading. The white crepe interior contains blue
flat pipes in the cap panel. Plated nickel metal
hardware is used to complete the look of this
unit. Available in inside dimensions of: 27”
width x 6’8” length; 29” width x 6’8” length;
33” width  x 7’ length; 35” width x 7’ length.
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Model Discontinued   d20 and 18 Gauge

This unique oversized unit comes in both 20 gauge and 18 gauge. It is finished in a polished silver shaded
gunmetal color. The white crepe interior is adorned with silver flat pipes in the cap panel. Plated antique nickel
metal hardware is used to complete the look of this unit. Available in inside dimensions of: 27” width x 6’10”
length and 29” width x 7’ length

For more information please visit our website at:

www.orleanscasket.com

You’ll find access to our full casket line, including:
•Casket descriptions with dimensions
•Available interior/exterior colors & materials

Call us today at 800.259.3785 to gain access to
Customer Only features:
•Up-to-date price lists
•Access to high resolution casket photos
•much more...


